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F&TRC Protection Forum launches third G-day matrix for existing contracts
post G-day
Whilst G-day has now passed it will continue to impact advice given to clients for many years
as adviser look to take advantage of, where possible, any options within plans.

The future treatment of existing policies will once again vary from insurer to insurer. Advisers
will need to know about important issues when making changes to existing plans to manage
the process smoothly and also when considering whether or not to amend a client’s existing
cover or to replace it.

To help intermediaries in the months and years ahead F&TRC has compiled a further matrix
of the key issues detailing where each provider stands specifically with regards to the
treatment of existing policies in a post G-day world.

The new matrix includes several key issues identified by advisers, including:


Which plan amendments would trigger a switch to gender neutral rates for a plan in
force prior to G-Day?



If a policy lapses and reinstates post G-day will cover remain on Gender Specific
rates?



If GIOs are exercised post G-day will cover remain on Gender Specific rates?

Peter Chadborn, an adviser at IFA Plan Money, said; "The original G-day matrices from
F&TRC provided a valuable tool for us in the run up to G-day. Insurers came up with a myriad
of competing rules and processes and so having a single source of reference saved us
considerable time. In the future it will become difficult to track and record each provider’s
rules regarding issues such as policy amendments and so being able to have a similar matrix
which summarise the rules for existing business will also be a huge help."
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Protection Forum, which includes a range of protection advisers, life offices and reinsurers,
discussed a range of concerns regarding G-day at the group’s last meeting in November and
agreed to compile further tools and matrixes in 2013 based upon feedback from advisers.
F&TRC Managing Director Ian McKenna, said: ““The rush to process protection
applications in time for G-day is now over, however, the subsequent impact for advisers and
their clients will continue for many years, if not decades. This new matrix is the first of our
next generation of long term matrices, which in time will cover all areas of financial services.
Our aim is to provide a central access point where advisers can compare and contrast
information from a full range of providers in a single location. The information in the system is
populated by life companies and updated in real time so providers can update this at any time
for any given issue changes.”

http://protection-forum.com/ExistingContractsPostGDay.aspx

-EndsNotes to Editors
Protection Forum is specifically for advisers and product providers to discuss operational and
technology issues facing the life assurance and health protection product sectors. The current topics
being discussed include G-day communication and issues, annual policy statements and innovative
new approaches to protection sales. Current members include Aviva, Direct Life and Pensions, Exeter
Friendly, Friends Life, Highclere Financial Services, Legal & General, London and Country, LV=,
Master Adviser, Positive Solutions, Pro-active, Pru Protect, Royal Bank of Scotland, Royal London
Group (Bright Grey), Scottish Provident, Simply biz, True Potential, Your Sure, Zurich.
The information contained in F&TRC’s press releases is intended solely for journalists and should not
be used by consumers to make financial decisions. Full consumer product information can be found at
www.ftrc.co.uk.
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About F&TRC
Established in 1995, the Finance & Technology Research Centre (F&TRC) is a specialist consultancy
advising a wide range of financial e-commerce and software companies, trade bodies and financial
institutions on the use of technology in the personal finance market. Adviser Forum was established
as an environment for major adviser and product provider firms to meet and discuss key business
issues and identify how to address them co-operatively for the benefit of consumers and the industry. It
is a collaborative forum involving major distributors and manufacturers and its objectives are to
improve the efficiency of the market for the benefit of consumers and the industry.
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